
FluentSMTP – WP Mail SMTP, Amazon
SES, SendGrid, MailGun and Any SMTP
Connector Plugin
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/fluent-smtp

WordPress Mail SMTP Plugin For Any Email Services

Are you having problems with your WordPress emails not sending? Or looking to set
the email address in which your emails are delivered from. This plugin will solve all
your email deliverability problems. FluentSMTP is the ultimate WP Mail Plugin that
connects with your Email Service Provider natively and makes sure your emails are
delivered ��.

Our goal is to send your WordPress emails fast, secure, and reach the email inbox.

Fluent SMTP plugin fixes your email delivery issue by connecting WordPress Mail with
your email service providers. These integrations are native, so it will send the emails
superfast.

Connect as many email Service Providers as you want and FluentSMTP will route your
transactional and marketing emails automatically. This is one of the unique features
that FluentSMTP has to offer.

�� Available Email Service Connections

Amazon SES API Connection
Gmail OAuth API Connection
Google Workspace OAuth API Connection
Outlook OAuth API Connection
SendGrid API
Mailgun API
Sendinblue API
Pepipost API
PostMark API
TransMail API
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SparkPost API
Elastic Mail API
Zoho via SMTP
All Other SMTP
More native integrations coming soon

Why FluentSMTP is Free?

FluentSMTP plugin is 100% free and opensource. We will never monetize it. It’s a part
of our “Five for the Future” initiative by WordPress foundation.
The parent company WPManageNinja LLC built products for WordPress businesses and
have a very stable business model. We want to give something back to community
and FluentSMTP is the part of that.

�� Fluent SMTP Features

Fluent SMTP is the fastest and most advanced WordPress Mail SMTP plugin in the
market. We crafted this plugin for speed, reliability and scalability.

Real-Time Email Delivery
Email Routing to multiple email connections
Connect with Any Email Service Providers
Email Logging and Resend features
Fallback Email Connection
Resend Any Emails
In Details Reporting
Super fast UI powered by VueJS

How does Fluent SMTP works

Fluent SMTP improves your WordPress mail by intercepting the wp_mail and then
connecting with your email service providers to ensure deliverability. It uses a direct
email service API to send emails faster and securely. It means emails are sent using
the provider’s direct API. For your native SMTP connections, It uses the proper host,
port, and credentials to send your WP Mails.

Email Logging and Debugging Feature

Fluent SMTP also logs (optional) your emails so you can check anytime and see your
site health. You can also resend your failed emails or resend any previous emails from
email logs that you need.
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�� AMAZON SES (Native API Connection)

With Fluent SMTP SES Connection, you get the powerful, low-cost, high deliverability
managed infrastructure from Amazon. With the support of Fluent SMTP, it’s super easy
to set up and configure Amazon SES API and send all your WordPress emails. The
integration is with amazon’s latest SES API so your emails will be delivered faster and
the right way.

Fluent SMTP optimizes the API connection so it creates CURL-Tunneling to send your
emails even faster. With Amazon SES connection, You can send emails faster than any
other plugins.

�� Gmail or Google Workspace (Native API Connection)

Fluent SMTP – WP Mail Plugin provides you options to connect with your Gmail or
Google Workspace emails and send emails over their API. It’s fast and secure.

�� SendGrid API Connection

SendGrid is the leading email sending service provider. You can rely on their globally
distributed, cloud-based architecture for sending your WordPress Emails.

With Fluent SMTP, You can set up your SendGrid email service connection API in less
than a minute. With this direct API connection, send your WordPress Mails fast and
secure way.

Read about SendGrid connection documentation here

�� Mailgun Email API Connection

Mailgun is another leading email sending service provider and trusted by 225,000+
businesses. You can rely on their globally distributed, cloud-based architecture for
sending your WordPress Emails.

Get your message to the right person at the right time with global infrastructure and
industry expertise you can rely on.

With Fluent SMTP connection, You can set up your Mailgun email service connection in
less than a minute. This is also a direct API connection so it’s faster than their SMTP
connection.

Read about Mailgun connection documentation here
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�� Sendinblue API Connection

Sendinblue is a platform for growing businesses and it has a great transactional email
service. They serve more than 80,000 companies around the world and send millions
of emails every day.

If you use Sendinblue then with the help of Fluent SMTP, You can easily connect with
its API and send Your WordPress emails via an API connection.

Read about Sendinblue connection documentation here

�� Pepipost Email API Connection

Pepipost is a complete sending partner with a user-friendly dashboard and many
extensive functions such as statistics and real-time information.

With Fluent SMTP connection, You can set up your Pepipost email service connection in
less than a minute. With a direct API connection so it’s faster than their SMTP
connection.

Read about Pepipost API connection documentation here

�� SparkPost Email API Connection

SparkPost is a great email sending service with lots of analytics features.
With Fluent SMTP, You can set up your SparkPost email service connection with your
WordPress in less than a minute.

Read about SparkPost connection documentation here

�� Elastic Mail API Connection

Elastic Mail is a great solution for sending transactional and marketing emails with a
user-friendly dashboard and many extensive functions such as statistics and real-time
information. Fluent SMTP plugin is fully compatible with their official API and you can
use it to send your WordPress emails via Elastic Mail

�� Outlook / Office365 API Connection

Fluent SMTP – WP Mail Plugin provides you options to connect with your Outlook or
Office 365 emails and send emails over their API. It’s fast and secure. Using oAuth2
authentication system for the connection, You can easily setup the connection and
send your emails with Office 365 / Outlook emails.
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Read the documentation for connecting Office 365 Email with WordPress

�� Other SMTP

Fluent SMTP plugin works with all major email services that offer SMTP connections
such as Gmail, Yahoo, Microsoft Live, Zoho Mail, YandexMail, and any other email
sending services.

You can set the following options:

Specify an SMTP Host.
Specify an SMTP Port.
Choose the Encryption option.
Choose to use SMTP authentication or not.
Specify the SMTP username and password.
That’s it ��

Read about SMTP connection documentation here

�� MODERN. POWERFUL. SUPER FAST ��

Built with VueJS as a Single-page Application
Super fast and lean interface so anyone can use it without any learning curve
Super awesome Dashboard with charts, graphs, and stats to show how your
emails are doing.

�� Automatic Email Routing ��

With Fluent SMTP’s unique multiple connection driver features, You can add as many
email connections as you want. Based on your From Email Address, Fluent SMTP will
route your emails to the appropriate email driver and send them securely. This is one
of the unique and useful features that Fluent SMTP offers.

Now, you can route your transactional emails with one connection and marketing
emails with another connection.

�� Email Logs and Reporting ��

Do you want to know how many and which emails your site is sending? Fluent SMTP
got you covered. With powerful and super-fast email reporting and logs, you can easily
view your WordPress Emails. You can also view charts and graphs about your daily
email stats. Also, you can resend any emails anytime you want. This is super helpful
for storing emails for your records, auditing outgoing emails, and debugging during
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site development.

Optionally, You can turn off this feature, and then only failed emails will be logged so
you can take a look. Fluent SMTP uses a custom Database table so your WordPress
Tables will not be bloated (we care).

�� Realtime Notification on Email Failures via Telegram, Slack, and
Discord ��

Fluent SMTP has a unique feature that will notify you in real-time if any email fails to
send. You can set up your Telegram, Slack, or Discord channel and Fluent SMTP will
send you a notification if any email fails to send. This is super helpful for debugging
and monitoring your site’s email health.

�� Security ��

Fluent SMTP is built by professionals and security and scalability in mind. Fluent SMTP
provides several options for you to keep your email sending secure and safe.

�� One Click Migration From WP Mail SMTP by WPForms ��

If you use other WP SMTP plugin like “WP Mail SMTP by WPForms”, you can just install
Fluent SMTP Plugin and migrate the settings by a single click.

Ability to store your SMTP / API credentials on the wp-config.php file
Ability to auto-delete old email logs
Fluent SMTP connects your email service providers directly via API

�� Credits ��

Fluent SMTP is built by WPManageNinja LLC. And yes, It’s built by the creator of
popular plugins like FluentForms, FluentCRM, Ninja Tables.

Fluent SMTP is a 100% free and opensource plugin and we will never release a pro
version. It does not mean, It will have lack features. Our aim is to provide the ultimate
SMTP/Email Service connection plugin for your WordPress Mails. We wrote an article
about why we made this plugin and our plan about Fluent SMTP.

The full source code is hosted in GitHub and you are welcomed to contribute to the
development of this awesome WP Mail Plugin.
�� View on GitHub ��

Compatible With..
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Fluent Forms – The Fastest Form Builder Plugin
FluentCRM – Email Marketing Automation, Email Newsletter and CRM Plugin for
WordPress
Woocommerce
Elementor Forms
Contact Form 7
Gravity Forms
Contact Form by WPForms
Forminator – Contact Form
Ninja Forms Contact Form
Form Maker by 10Web
Formidable Form Builder
GiveWP – Donation Plugin
Fast Secure Contact Form
Visual Forms Builder
Contact Form Builder
PlanSo Forms
FluentCRM
SendPress Newsletters
WP HTML Mail
WPForms Lite
WP Forms Pro
Email Templates
.. and every other plugin that uses the WordPress API wp_mail to send mail!

Easy Migration from WP Mail SMTP by WPForms

If you currently using WP Mail SMTP by WPForms plugin and want to migrate to
FluentSMTP then that is super easy. Within few second you can migrate from “WP Mail
SMTP by WPForms”.

Just install FluentSMTP plugin to your site
Go to Settings -> FluentSMTP
It will automatically show previous configuration from “WP Mail SMTP by
WPForms”
Click “Import From WP Mail SMTP” Button and that’s it
Disable “WP Mail SMTP by WPForms” and enjoy FluentSMTP

Once Click Migration from Easy WP SMTP
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If you currently using Easy WP SMTP plugin and want to migrate to FluentSMTP then
that is super easy. Within few second you can migrate from “Easy WP SMTP”.

Just install FluentSMTP plugin to your site
Go to Settings -> FluentSMTP
It will automatically show previous configuration from “Easy WP SMTP”
Click “Import From Easy WP SMTP” Button and that’s it
Disable “Easy WP SMTP” and enjoy FluentSMTP
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